
Your first stop in Langlade County should be the Antigo/Langlade County Chamber of Commerce to pick up maps, community  

information and useful advice on family-friendly activities, attractions and trails. We can give you some great suggestions on  

everything from places to go fishing to the best place to get the perfect souvenir. 

 

Day 1 

Morning 

Waking up after a good night’s sleep at the resort, you are excited to start your visit. It’s a great day to make breakfast in your 

kitchen while you watch the beautiful colors of the changing leaves before you spend the day on the links.  

 

Mid-Day 

Your energy is contagious today as you try to get everyone else as excited as you are. Let your enthusiasm spill out as you head to 

the golf course for a fun game amidst the amazing rainbow of colors Mother Nature provides as the trees change color.  

There are three courses in Langlade County, all surrounded by trees. Try not to lose your golf ball in all the leaves piled  

on the ground. 

 

Evening 

For dinner, head to a restaurant that is off the beaten path. The relaxed, family-friendly dining you’ll find is a great way to  

end a day. Indulge with a beverage at the bar, and a wonderful meal. Then it’s back to the resort for a good night’s sleep. 

 

Day 2 

Morning 

Spend the day bumming around Langlade County. Start with a hearty breakfast at a local restaurant offering full  

menus including daily specials. Just listening to the talk as you dine is a great way to hear what’s going on in  

Langlade County these days. 

 

Mid-Day 

With over 125,000 acres of public land, Langlade County has been a hunting destination for many years. Bring your gear and head 

out to hunt one of many different animals. Hunting here can include big or small game, and predator hunting with the abundant  

coyote, red fox, and bobcat populations. Remember to check which animals are in season and if there are any special licenses  

required before you head to the woods. 

 

Evening 

Use the supplies you picked at the local grocery store to cook up an amazing, fresh meal with some of the game you hunted today. 

Nothing compares to a meal gathered and prepared by your own two hands. 

 

Day 3 

Morning 

Many local restaurants have full breakfast menus that are sure to please everyone in your group. Plan to meet your family and 

friends at one of them and make some new memories. 

 

Mid-Day 

Today is perfect to catch a movie at the 3D theater in downtown Antigo. Featuring some of the newest releases, in high-definition 

3D, it is a fun way to spend a few hours of your time in Langlade County. 

 

Evening 

Tonight stay at the lodge and have dinner. Choose from items like pizza, sandwiches and more. This will give you an opportunity to 

meet some of the local residents. Start a conversation to learn more about the area. 
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